Surface deformation of active volcanic areas retrieved with the SBAS-DInSAR technique: an overview
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Abstract
This paper presents a comprehensive overview of the surface deformation retrieval capability of the Differential Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (DInSAR) algorithm, referred to as Small BAseline Subset (SBAS) technique, in the context of active volcanic areas. In particular, after a brief description of the algorithm some experiments relevant to three selected case-study areas are presented. First, we concentrate on the application of the SBAS algorithm to a single-orbit scenario, thus considering a set of SAR data composed by images acquired on descending orbits by the European Remote Sensing (ERS) radar sensors and relevant to the Long Valley caldera (eastern California) area. Subsequently, we address the capability of the SBAS technique in a multiple-orbit context by referring to Mt. Etna volcano (southern Italy) test site, with respect to which two different ERS data set, composed by images acquired both on ascending and descending orbits, are available. Finally, we take advantage of the capability of the algorithm to work in a multi-platform scenario by jointly exploiting two different sets of SAR images collected by the ERS and the Environment Satellite (ENVISAT) radar sensors in the Campi Flegrei caldera (southern Italy) area. The presented results demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm to investigate the deformation field in active volcanic areas and the potential of the DInSAR methodologies within routine surveillance scenario.
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1. Introduction

Differential Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (DInSAR) is a microwave remote sensing technique that allows us to investigate surface deformation phenomena with a centimeter to millimeter accuracy with a large spatial coverage capacity (Gabriel et al., 1989). In particular, the DInSAR technique exploits the phase difference (interferogram) between two SAR acquisitions, relevant to temporally separated observations of the same investigated area to provide a measure of the ground deformation projection along the radar Line Of Sight (LOS).

First applied to investigate single deformation events (Massonet et al., 1993; Peltzer and Rosen, 1995), the DInSAR methodology has been more recently exploited to analyze the temporal evolution of the detected displacements via the generation of deformation time series. For this purpose, the information available from each interferometric SAR data pair...
must be properly related to that included in the other ones, by generating and inverting an appropriate sequence of DInSAR interferograms. In this context, several approaches, aimed at following the temporal evolution of the detected displacements, have already been presented, see Ferretti et al. (2000), Berardino et al. (2002), Mora et al. (2003), Usai (2003), Wernher et al. (2003), Hooper et al. (2004), and Crosetto et al. (2005).

In this work, we concentrate on the technique referred to as Small Baseline Subset (SBAS) approach proposed by Berardino et al. (2002) that allows us to produce both deformation time series and mean deformation velocity maps, by analyzing SAR data pairs characterized by small spatial and temporal separation between the acquisition orbits (baseline), whose capability to detect and investigate deformation phenomena has already been shown in different applications (Lanari et al., 2004a; Lundgren et al., 2004; Borgia et al., 2005; Manzo et al., 2006). In particular, we focus on the basic SBAS technique which exploits average (multilook) interferograms (Rosen et al., 2000), thus allowing us to reduce the amount of the processed data and simplifying the analysis of extended areas (typically of about 100 × 100 km). This possibility permits us to emphasize the relationship between local deformation patterns, i.e., displacements due to a volcanic source and regional patterns associated with tectonic processes.

The key idea of the work is to provide first a brief description of the basic rationale of the SBAS algorithm and, subsequently, to discuss the results achieved by applying this approach to the European Remote Sensing (ERS) and Environment Satellite (ENVISAT) SAR data in three selected case studies relevant to active volcanoes areas.

First of all, the surface deformation retrieval capability of the SBAS algorithm in a single-orbit scenario is explored. More specifically, we processed a set of SAR images of the Long Valley caldera (eastern California) area, acquired on descending orbits in the 1992-2000 time interval, and we produced the «standard» SBAS-DInSAR products, such as deformation time series and mean deformation velocity maps in the radar LOS.

The second selected case study refers to Mt. Etna volcano (Southern Italy) area and allows us to show how the SBAS algorithm works in a multiple-orbit context, where two different SAR data sets, collected by ascending and descending orbits, are combined to make an evaluation of the vertical and the east-west horizontal component of the deformation pattern. More specifically, two sets of SAR images, spanning the 1992-2001 time interval and collected both on ascending and descending orbits, have been exploited.

Finally, the capability of the SBAS algorithm in a multi-platform scenario, where data produced by different radar sensors are properly combined to produce deformation time series, has been addressed. This is the case of the Campi Flegrei caldera (southern Italy) area, with respect to which two different descending SAR data sets are available, where the former is composed by ERS-1/2 images acquired in the 1992-2005 time interval and the latter by those acquired since 2002 by the new ENVISAT-1S2 radar sensor, respectively.

A section dedicated to the main conclusions of the work and future developments is also provided.

2. Basic rationale of the SBAS algorithm

This section presents the rationale of the SBAS technique (Berardino et al., 2002) that was originally developed to detect deformation patterns and to analyze their temporal evolution by using multilook DInSAR interferograms (Rosen et al., 2000) with relatively low resolution that is typically of the order of 100 × 100 m.

In particular, the SBAS algorithm, discussed in detail in Berardino et al. (2002), relies on the use of a large number of SAR acquisitions and implements an easy combination of the multilook DInSAR interferograms computed from these data, finally leading to the generation of mean deformation velocity maps and corresponding time series.

In order to summarize the main aspects of the SBAS procedure, we will use the same notation of Berardino et al. (2002) and we will assume the availability of a set of \( N+1 \) SAR images relative to the same area, acquired at the
ordered times $(t_0, ..., t_N)$ and co-registered with respect to a single image (referred to as master), in order to have a common reference grid.

The first step of the SBAS technique is represented by the generation of a number, say $M$, of differential interferograms, each of these representing the phase difference between SAR image pairs after the removal of the topographic phase contribution (Gabriel et al., 1989). A key issue of the SBAS procedure is the appropriate selection of a useful interferometric data pair distribution, in such a way as to mitigate the noise effects, referred to as decorrelation phenomena (Zebker and Villasenor, 1992), that decrease the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values. Moreover, the interferograms are calibrated with respect to a single image pair selection is based on the introduction of constraints on the maximum allowed spatial and temporal baselines.

Note also that a retrieval step (usually referred to as phase unwrapping) of the original (unwrapped) phase from the modulo-$2\pi$ restricted (wrapped) signal directly computed from the generated interferograms is carried out. This operation is implemented, in our case, via the minimum cost flow phase unwrapping algorithm proposed by Costantini and Rosen (1999), followed by a region growing procedure that improves the algorithm performance in areas with low coherence (i.e., low SNR) values. Moreover, the interferograms are calibrated with respect to a single pixel (often referred to as reference SAR pixel) located in an area that can be assumed stable or, at least, with a known deformation behavior.

Let us now refer to a generic pixel of azimuth and range coordinates $(x, r)$; the expression of the generic $k$-th unwrapped interferogram computed from the SAR acquisitions at times $t_b$ and $t_A$, according to Berardino et al. (2002), will be the following:

\[
\delta\varphi_k(x, r) = \varphi(t_b, x, r) - \varphi(t_A, x, r) \approx \frac{4\pi}{\lambda}d(t_b, x, r) - d(t_A, x, r) + \Delta\varphi_{\text{topo}}^k(x, r) + \Delta\varphi_{\text{atm}}^k(x, r) + \Delta\varphi_n(x, r) \tag{2.1}
\]

where in $k \in (1, ..., M)$, $\varphi(t_b, x, r)$ and $\varphi(t_A, x, r)$ represent the phases of the two images involved in the interferogram generation. As concerns the right hand side of the last identity in eq. (2.1), $\lambda$ is the transmitted signal central wavelength and $d(t_b, x, r)$ and $d(t_A, x, r)$ are the LOS projections of the cumulative deformations at times $t_b$ and $t_A$, with respect to the instant $t_0$ assumed as reference (i.e., $\varphi(t_0, x, r)=0, \forall(x, r)$). The second term $\Delta\varphi_{\text{topo}}^k(x, r)$ accounts for possible topographic artifacts in the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) we used for removing the topographic phase contribution within the interferogram generation process; the term $\Delta\varphi_{\text{atm}}^k(t_b, t_A, x, r)$ accomplishes for possible inhomogeneities between the two acquisitions, usually referred to as atmospheric phase artifacts (Goldstein, 1995), and finally the last factor $\Delta\varphi_n(x, r)$ accounts for the noise effects.

Equation (2.1) allows us to define a system of $M$ equations in the $N$ unknowns $\varphi(t, x, r), \forall t=1, ..., N$, whose solution is carried out by applying the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method for each coherent pixel, i.e., for each pixel characterized by a small value of the factor $\Delta\varphi_n(x, r)$, see eq. (2.1).

In addition we observe that in order to provide an estimate of the LOS deformation signal, an evaluation of the topographic ($\Delta\varphi_{\text{topo}}^k(x, r)$) and atmospheric ($\Delta\varphi_{\text{atm}}^k(t_b, t_A, x, r)$) phase artifacts is also needed.

In particular, the estimation of the $\Delta\varphi_{\text{topo}}^k(x, r)$ factor benefits of the characteristic of this signal component that is correlated with the vector of the spatial baselines (more specifically of the perpendicular baselines component with respect to the radar line of sight) of the interferograms sequence. In particular, the expression of the topographic phase factor in eq. (2.1) is the following:

\[
\Delta\varphi_{\text{topo}}^k(x, r) \approx \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} B_{kk} \frac{\Delta z}{r \sin \theta} \tag{2.2}
\]

where in $B_{kk}$ represents the perpendicular baseline component relevant to the $k$-th interferogram, $\theta$ the SAR sensor look angle and $\Delta z$ the error in the DEM used for the interferogram generation. Accordingly, by substituting eq. (2.2) in eq. (2.1), we may easily obtain as a solution to our system of equations also an estimate of the topographic factor $\Delta\varphi_{\text{topo}}^k$ shown in eq. (2.2).

As concerns the detection of possible at-
mospheric artifacts, it is based on the observation that the atmospheric signal phase component is highly correlated in space but poorly in time, see Ferretti et al. (2000). Accordingly, the undesirable atmospheric phase signal is estimated from the time series computed by solving the system of equations based on eq. (2.1), \( \forall k \in (1, ..., M) \), through the cascade of a low-pass filtering step in the two-dimensional spatial domain followed by a temporal high-pass filtering operation. Following their identification, the atmospheric artifacts are finally removed and the required deformation time series is generated.

As a final remark, we stress that an estimate of the quality retrieval of the detected deformation can be carried out by identifying all the pixels where reliable information has been achieved. For this purpose, we introduce the factor \( \gamma \), usually referred to as temporal coherence, that is computed (pixel by pixel) as follows:

\[
\gamma = \left| \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{M} \exp \left[ j(\delta \phi_k^{\text{wrapped}} - \delta \bar{\phi}_k) \right] }{M} \right| \quad 0 \leq \gamma \leq 1 \quad (2.3)
\]

where \( \delta \phi_k^{\text{wrapped}} \) and \( \delta \bar{\phi}_k \) represent the \( k \)-th original wrapped and the «reconstructed» interferogram, respectively, the latter computed from the retrieved results. Note that, for pixels where \( \gamma \to 1 \), we expect a nearly perfect retrieval of the original phase. Accordingly we assumed as «coherent pixels» those characterized by a temporal coherence value greater than a selected threshold, for instance \( \gamma = 0.7 \) which is a typical value in DInSAR applications (Lanari et al., 2004a, Borgia et al., 2005).

In summary, through the use of standard multilook DInSAR interferograms the SBAS technique permits us to detect and follow the temporal evolution of surface deformation with high degree of temporal and spatial coverage,
by using nearly all the available SAR acquisitions and by exploiting SAR data pairs with limited baseline values.

3. SBAS-DInSAR results

The following section is dedicated to the investigation of the surface deformation phenomena affecting selected test areas with the SBAS-DInSAR algorithm. The presented results demonstrate the deformation retrieval capability of the SBAS technique on active volcanic areas, allowing us to detect different deformation patterns and to analyze the temporal evolution of the related displacements.

3.1. Surface deformation analysis: the Long Valley caldera case study

3.1.1. Geological setting

The Long Valley caldera is an oval depression, east-west oriented, located to northwest of the Owens Valley rift, forming a re-entrance in the Sierra Nevada escarpment (fig. 1). The caldera was formed along a segment of the Sierra Nevada frontal fault where a left-stepping en echelon offset is well developed and the northwest-trending Sierra Nevada front diverges from the more northerly trend of the White Mountains front (Bailey, 1989; Hill and Prejean, 2005).

Volcanism in the Long Valley area (Bailey, 1989, 2004) began about 3.6 Ma B.P. with widespread eruption of trachybasaltic–trachyandesitic lavas (Hill and Prejean, 2005); subsequently, starting from 2.2 Ma B.P., more silicic magma were emitted. The first of these eruptions took place near Glass Mountain on the North-East rim of the actual caldera (fig. 1). At 0.76 Ma B.P., the Bishop Tuff eruption occurred with a catastrophic rupturing of the roof of the magma chamber, resulting in the expulsion of 600 km$^3$ of rhyolite magma. The consequent partial emptying of the chamber caused a collapse of its roof, forming the Long Valley caldera elliptical depression. The resulting ash flow deposits, referred to as Bishop Tuff, covered an area of 1,500 km$^2$ and their distribution is sketched in fig. 1.

After the caldera collapse, between about 0.7 and 0.6 Ma B.P., a sequence of eruptions took place leading to the formation of the resurgent dome, followed by an interlude of about 100,000 years of volcanic quiescence (Bailey, 1989). Finally, the Long Valley system closed its activity with the emission of the moat rhyolite, between 500 and 100 ka B.P., in a clockwise succession around the resurgent dome, in the north, south-east and west sectors of the moat, respectively (Bailey, 1989; Hill and Prejean, 2005).

Around 150 ka B.P. the activity of Mammoth Mountain system (see fig. 1) located WSW of the caldera started with the emission of dacites and basalts from the intracaldera volcanic vents. The spatial distribution of these vents (strongly aligned along the Sierra frontal trends), combined to the different age of the erupted mafic magmas, suggest that the fissure system propagated northward outside the caldera toward the area of the Mono-Inyo system (Bailey, 1989), a 45 km-north trending volcanic chain, whose most recent eruptive episode occurred between 1325 and 1365 A.D. (Bailey, 1989).

Starting from the end of the 70’s and continuing to the present, the Long Valley caldera has experienced seismicity and surface deformation phenomena above the background levels (Langbein et al., 1993, 1995; Battaglia et al., 1999, 2003a,b; Hill et al., 2003; Langbein, 2003; Sorey et al., 2003; Newman et al., 2006). The recent dynamics on the Long Valley caldera has been characterized by a significant unrest period occurred between 1997 and 1998, when an inflation episode, started in mid-1997, exponentially increased during 1997 and was subsequently followed, after mid-1998, by a renewed subsidence phase.

3.1.2. Results

In order to investigate the deformation of the Long Valley caldera, we analyzed with the SBAS approach a data set composed by 21 descending orbit SAR images (Track 485, Frame
Fig. 2a-d. SBAS-DInSAR results relevant to the Long Valley caldera area. a) Mean LOS deformation velocity map (in color) superimposed on a shaded relief DEM of the area (grey scale). The white triangles (labeled as RD and CD) indicate the two pixels relevant to the plots shown in c-d. The blue dashed lines indicate the two selected cross-sections relevant to the plots shown in the following Figure 3 and labeled as AA and BB, respectively. The boundaries of the caldera and of the resurgent dome have been identified by the dashed white and yellow lines, respectively. Finally, the white square identifies the reference SAR pixel. b) Zoomed view of the Casa Diablo Hot Spring: the DInSAR mean deformation velocity map, superimposed on an orthophoto of the zone, is shown highlighting the location of the pixel labeled as CD. c) DInSAR LOS deformation time series for the pixels marked by the white triangle labeled in (a) as RD. d) DInSAR LOS deformation time series for the pixels marked by the white triangle labeled in (a) as CD.

2845), acquired by the ERS-1/2 sensors spanning the time interval from June 1992 to August 2000. The interferogram generation was carried out by exploiting a Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) DEM (Rosen et al., 2001) of the study area and precise orbital information. Moreover, a complex multilook operation with 4 range looks and 20 azimuth
looks was performed, resulting in a pixel size of approximately 100 m × 100 m. Overall, we generated 44 interferograms characterized by a maximum perpendicular baseline value of about 350 m and a temporal separation less than 4 years. Note that the investigated SAR data set includes the same ERS tracks considered in the study presented by Tizzani et al. (2007) but now the processed area is limited to the Long Valley caldera, only.

As a first result of the SBAS-DInSAR analysis, we present in fig. 2a the geocoded DInSAR mean deformation velocity map, computed in a set of coherent pixels only, and superimposed on a 50 km x 40 km shaded relief DEM of the area. We stress that this kind of representation is particularly effective and provides immediate information on the observed deformation. Indeed, an uplift phenomenon (revealed by a sensor to target range decrease) affecting a large area is clearly visible within the Long Valley caldera and the Inyo chain located close to the north-west edge of the caldera (fig. 2a). We observe that the maximum value of the mean deformation uplift velocity within this area is about 3 cm/year in correspondence to the pixel located in the resurgent dome zone identified by the white triangle labeled as RD in fig. 2a.

In addition to this main phenomenon, a more careful analysis, carried out on the data presented in fig. 2a, reveals a further, more localized deformation pattern. In particular, we identified a rather localized subsidence phenomenon (revealed by a corresponding sensor to target range increase) inside the caldera which affects the Casa Diablo geothermal zone, as shown in the zoomed view of fig. 2b; in this case we measured a maximum deformation velocity value of about 0.5 cm/year in correspondence to the pixel identified by the white triangle labeled as CD in fig. 2a.

We further remark that the SBAS technique allows us to retrieve, for each coherent pixel, not only the mean deformation velocity signal (shown in figs. 2a-b) but also the corresponding

![Fig. 3a,b](image-url) Plots of the detected LOS displacements measured in the first SAR acquisition for each observation year (1993, 1995, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000), and evaluated with respect to June 1992, for the two cross-sections labeled in Figure 2a as AA‘ (a) and BB‘ (b), respectively. Note also that in (a) the Resurgent Dome and the Casa Diablo Hot Spring locations have been highlighted.
displacement time series. This is a crucial information for the analysis of dynamic deformation phenomena such as those affecting volcanic areas, characterized by succession of background deformation and unrest crises. To give an idea of the deformation time series achievable with the application of the SBAS algorithm in such areas, we present in figs. 2c-d two examples relevant to the investigated zone. The first shows the temporal evolution of the displacement (see fig. 2c) relevant to the pixel marked as RD in Fig. 2a; note that the 1997-1998 unrest phenomenon is evident in the plotted time series, leading to a LOS maximum displacement exceeding 20 cm. The second is relevant to the pixel labeled as CD in figs. 2a-b; in this case, it clearly appears that the general subsidence trend due to the geothermal station activity, is interrupted by the caldera uplift during the unrest episode (fig. 2d).

In addition, a joint exploitation of the spatial and temporal deformation signals can also be made. To achieve this task, we selected two different sections in the study area, labeled as AA' and BB' and identified by the dashed blue lines in fig. 2a. For each of these, we plotted (fig. 3) the detected LOS deformation corresponding to the first date of each year of the investigated SAR image sequence and evaluated with respect to June 1992, which is assumed as time reference. Note that we did not consider in our cross-sections the data relevant to 1996 because only two acquisitions were available to us with a very short temporal separation (1 day), thus not guaranteeing an effective filtering of the atmospheric phase artifacts (Casu et al., 2006).

From the analysis of these plots a sequence of three different deformation patterns clearly appears: a 1992-1997 uplift background, a 1997-1998 unrest phenomenon and a 1998-2000 subsidence phase. Moreover, the detected maximum displacement area, located in the resurgent dome, does not significantly change its location throughout the observation period and, in particular, passing from the background to the unrest and, finally, to the subsidence phase, as reported by Battaglia et al. (2003a) and Langbein (2003).

In addition, in section AA' (fig. 3a), it is clearly visible the local subsidence trend, due to the geothermal station activity of Casa Diablo which is interrupted by the caldera during the unrest episode. This already known effect (Howle et al., 2003) enforces the retrieval capability of the SBAS algorithm to detect and follow such localized effects even if they occur in areas with a significantly different deformation behavior.

3.2. Surface deformation analysis: the Mt. Etna volcano case study

3.2.1. Geological setting

Mt. Etna is one of the largest and most active continental volcanoes on Earth. Since its first activity 500 ka B.P., the volcano has grown to cover more than 1250 km² and, rising to 3350 m a.s.l., today dominates the eastern coastline of the Sicily region (Italy). It lies on the intersection of three main seismically active system faults NNE-SSW, ENE-WSW and NNW-SSE oriented and is located between two geodynamical systems: the Apennine-Maghrebian chain to the north and the Hyblean-Maltes foreland to the south (Continisio et al., 1997; Monaco et al., 1997).

Four different phases of the ancient volcanic activity in the Etnean area can be identified (Tanguy et al., 1997; Behncke, 2001). The early one (500-200 ka B.P.), known as «Pre-Etnean», mainly consisted of tholeiitic pillow lavas and hyaloclastites, outcropping at Acicastello, 10 km north of Catania, and nearby locations (fig. 4). About 300 ka B.P., several eruptions mainly occurred in the Mt. Etna south-western sector, producing transitional tholeiitic and alkaline basalts. The second phase (170-100 ka B.P.), referred to as «Trifoglietto I», began with more localized eruptions. It is assumed that a first large stratovolcano formed in the 130-100 ka B.P. period, erupting alkaline basalts and hawaiites magmas (Romano, 1982). The third phase (about 100-60 ka B.P.), named «Trifoglietto II», was characterized by the building of several overlapping stratovolcanoes, while during the last phase (35-15 ka B.P.), the growth of the Mongibello stratovolcano occurred.

The construction of the edifice was often in-
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interrupted by periods of collapses within and around the summit area. The most recent one (after 15 ka B.P.) formed the «Valle del Bove» (fig. 4), a keyhole-shaped depression 1 km deep, 5 km wide and 7 km long, located on the eastern flank of the volcano. This sector collapse produced a debris avalanche, whose deposits underlie a thick succession of fluvial sediments, known as «Chiancone», outcropping on the lower eastern flank of Mt. Etna (Calvari et al., 1998), see fig. 4.

During historical times, the Mt. Etna activity has been essentially effusive and most lavas have erupted from vents outside the summit cone, aligned along three main structural trends NNW-SSE, N-S and NE-SW oriented (fig. 4). Before the 17th century, the volcanic activity is poorly documented, but probably was dominated by flank eruptions (Behncke, 2001). The 17th century was characterized by several eruptions; some of these were unusually character-

ized by long duration (1614-1624, 1634-1638, 1651-1653) and very voluminous lava flows (1669, with about 1 km$^3$ of magma erupted). During the 18th and 19th centuries there were many flank eruptions; the most remarkable ones occurred in 1755 and 1865, respectively. The former took place on the eastern flank of the volcano and caused a lahar that, rushing down through the Valle del Bove, reached the sea. The latter involved the north-eastern flank and represents the largest eruption to have occurred after the 1669 one (Romano and Sturiale, 1982). Since 1865, flank eruptions have been occurred in clusters separated by about 20 years of quiescence: 1874-1892, 1908-1928, 1942-1951, 1971-1993.

The recent volcanic activity was located at the summit craters and expressed by the July-August 2001 (fig. 4), October 2002-January 2003 (Neri et al., 2005) and September 2004-March 2005 (Bonaccorso et al., 2006) eruptions.

Fig. 4. Simplified geological map of Mt. Etna volcano superimposed on the shaded relief DEM of the area. The thick lines represent the main regional structures present in the area. The arrows indicate the general sense of flank motion. The inset in the upper left corner shows the location of the study area.
3.2.2. Results

At variance with the Long Valley caldera case study, in this case we address the capability of the SBAS algorithm to operate in a multiple-orbit context thus considering, for this purpose, 58 ascending (Track 129, Frame 747) and 55 descending (Track 222, Frame 2853) ERS-1/2 SAR images spanning the 1992-2001 time interval. By exploiting these data sets and imposing that the perpendicular and temporal baseline values were smaller than 160 m and 4 years, respectively, 84 interferograms for the ascending orbits and 125 for the descending ones, were computed.

The availability of both ascending and descending SAR data set allowed us not only to detect the ground deformation in the corresponding radar line of sight, as shown in section 3.1.2, but also to discriminate the vertical and east-west components of the displacement. To achieve this task, we exploited the sum and the difference of the mean surface velocity maps computed from the ascending and descending orbits, respectively, on pixels common to both maps.

More specifically, the sum is essentially related to the vertical component of the ground deformation, while the difference accounts for the east-west displacement component, only. Note that, because of the polar direction of the sensor orbits, the north-south deformation component cannot be detected: a more detailed discussion on this topic can be found in Manzo et al. (2006).

Following the previous discussion, we present in figs. 5a,b the achieved vertical and east-west velocity maps, evaluated with respect to a pixel located in Catania (identified with a white square in fig. 5a) and superimposed on a shad-

![Image](image.png)

**Fig. 5a,b.** SBAS-DInSAR results relevant to Mt. Etna volcano. a) Mean vertical deformation velocity map (in color) superimposed on a shaded relief DEM of the area (grey scale) obtained by exploiting the sum of the mean deformation velocity maps computed from the ascending and descending orbits, in the common coherent pixels. The white square identifies the reference SAR pixel. b) Mean east-west deformation velocity map (in color) superimposed on a shaded relief DEM of the area (grey scale) obtained by exploiting the difference of the ascending and descending mean velocity maps. The main regional structures present in the area have been also highlighted (see fig. 4).
ed relief DEM of the study area. The vertical velocity map (fig. 5a) clearly shows a pronounced bulge along the basal anticline (labeled as A in fig. 4) and a significant uplift of the summit region, northern and north-eastern sectors of the volcano. Moreover, in the Valle del Bove area a subsidence pattern also appears, reaching a maximum velocity value of about 2.4 cm/year. As concerns the east-west velocity map, shown in fig. 5b, we can observe two main deformation phenomena. The first is relevant to the motion of the western flank toward west and of the eastern flank toward east (with velocity values greater than 1.5 cm/year); the second accounts for the deformation across the southern and eastern sectors, partitioned between the Trecastagni-Mascalucia and the Ragalna transtensional faults (see figs. 4 and 5b) as also recently shown by Neri et al. (2007).

The observed deformation pattern is not limited to its eastern and southern flanks but also involves the western sector (Lundgren et al., 2004) and is in agreement with the symmetric spreading model proposed by Merle and Borgia (1996).

3.3. Surface deformation analysis: the Campi Flegrei caldera case study

3.3.1. Geological setting

Campi Flegrei is a quaternary nested caldera located to the west of the city of Napoli (Italy), in the north-eastern sector of the Phlegraean volcanic district, and resulted from two major collapse events related to the Campanian Ignimbrite (37 ka B.P.) (Barberi et al., 1978) and the Neapolitan Yellow Tuff (12 ka B.P.) (Lirer et al., 1987; Scandone et al., 1991; Orsi et al., 1992, 1999) eruptions, respectively. Overall, the morphology of the area can be regarded as the result of deformation episodes related both to regional tectonics, which generated NW-SE and NE-SW oriented fault systems, and volcanic processes. The latter produced inside the caldera a significant deviation of the structural regional trends (fig. 6), due to the interaction between the local vertical maximum stress (associated with the dynamics of the magmatic system), and the horizontal intermediate stress which is related to the regional structures (Johnson, 1970).

Historically, the Campanian Ignimbrite (CI) event represents the highest magnitude explosive eruption to have occurred in the Mediterranean area in the last 200 ka. It led to the formation of a caldera and caused the subsidence of the whole Phlegrean area, covering an area of about 7000 km² with approximately 80 km³ of pyroclastic flows and fall deposits, not outcropping today in the analyzed area because of erosion phenomena, alluvium processes and emplacements of volcanic deposits related to successive eruptions (Lirer et al., 1987; Scandone et al., 1991; Rosi et al., 1996). Between 37 and 12 ka B.P. volcanism produced deposits whose residues are still visible today at the Campanian Ignimbrite caldera periphery, see fig. 6.

The subsequent eruption of the Neapolitan Yellow Tuff (NYT) formed a less extended caldera inside the Campanian Ignimbrite one, producing about 10-20 km³ of magmas, whose outcrops are distributed on a large area outside the NYT caldera rim (Lirer et al., 1987; Scandone et al., 1991), see fig. 6.

The 11-9 ka B.P. period was characterized by a sequence of eruptions that generated a series of monogenic edifices (Lirer et al., 1987; Scandone et al., 1991). Moreover, in the 10-5 ka B.P. time interval, the bottom of the NYT caldera experienced an uplift phenomenon, whose effect is still visible along the coast-line to the north of the gulf of Pozzuoli. This uplift phase was accompanied and followed by a renewed volcanic activity with the Agnano-Monte Spina (4 ka B.P.), Astroni (3.7 ka B.P.) and Averno (3.7 ka B.P.) eruptions (Lirer et al., 1987; Scandone et al., 1991). This period was followed by a long quiescence phase, lasting about 3000 years (Rosi and Sbrana, 1987) and interrupted by the Monte Nuovo eruption (1538 A.D.), which represents the most recent eruptive event to have occurred at Campi Flegrei (Di Vito et al., 1987).

Starting from the end of the 1960's the caldera has experienced rapid, large amplitude uplift episodes followed by longer term subsidence (Dvorak and Gasparini, 1991; Lundgren et al., 2001). In particular, during the 1969-
1984 period the caldera deformation process produced a cumulative uplift phenomenon of more than 3.5 m with a maximum rate value of about 1 m/year in the 1982-1984 time interval (Orsi et al., 1999; De Natale et al., 2006) and, more recently, from March to August 2000, when a deformation of about 5 cm was measured (Osservatorio Vesuviano, 2000; Lanari et al., 2004b).

3.3.2. Results

In this section, in order to investigate the deformation field in the Campi Flegrei caldera, we take advantage of the SBAS-DInSAR algorithm capability to generate time series and mean deformation velocity maps by jointly exploiting SAR data acquired by different satellites. In this context, we refer to the extended SBAS approach proposed by Pepe et al. (2005) which can be applied to combine interferometric SAR data produced by different (but with the same illumination geometry) radar sensors, thus extending the temporal analysis of the detected deformation: this is, in particular, the case of the ERS and ENVISAT-IS2 data integration. It must also be observed that, because the ERS-1/2 satellites are twin sensors, the corresponding interferometric products can be here regarded as achieved by a unique sensor. In our experiment, we considered a set of 64 ERS-1/2 SAR data, spanning the 1992-2005 time interval, and 14 ENVISAT-IS2 SAR data collected since 2002, both acquired along the descending orbits (Track 36, Frame 2781). Overall, we generated 222 interferograms characterized by a perpendicular baseline value smaller than 400 m and a maximum temporal separation of about 4 years.

First we present in fig. 7 the cumulative LOS deformation maps computed with respect to the first available SAR image (June 8, 1992) shown in fig. 7a in five properly selected SAR temporal acquisitions (fig. 7b-f). Note that the map in fig. 7a contains only null deformation values, since it represents the temporal reference for the SBAS-DInSAR algorithm (see section 2 for more details). Moreover, Figs. 7b-c represent the cumulative deformation measured
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On January 1996 and January 2000, respectively. It is evident that throughout the whole 1992-2000 period a subsidence phenomenon affected a larger and larger area within the Campi Flegrei caldera (centered in the Pozzuoli area, fig. 7b-c) reaching a maximum deformation value of about 25 cm. The effect of the subsequent uplift event that occurred during 2000 is highlighted in fig. 7d where the cumulative deformation measured in the SAR acquisition relevant to the maximum uplift (July 2000) is presented. A renewed subsidence phase mostly compensated this surface inflation, as confirmed by the comparison between the maps computed on January 2000 and January 2002, see fig. 7c and fig. 7e, respectively. Finally, the map evaluated in October 2004 (fig. 7f) shows the persistence of the renewed subsidence trend, even if with a lower deformation rate with respect to the 1992-2000 time period.

The presented maps shown in fig. 7a-f give us both spatial and temporal information on the

---

**Fig. 7a-g.** SBAS-DInSAR results relevant to the Campi Flegrei caldera. a) Leveling network layout (red squares) superimposed on the displacement map (green color) relevant to the first temporal acquisition (June 8, 1992) of the SAR data set. The location of the LCF/25A leveling benchmark has been highlighted. The white square identifies the reference SAR pixel. b-f) Displacement maps relevant to the January 17, 1996, January 27, 2000, July 20, 2000, January 31, 2002, October 10, 2004 acquisitions, respectively. g) Comparison between the DInSAR LOS deformation time series (ERS data: blue triangles, ENVISAT data: red triangles) and the corresponding leveling measurements, projected on the radar LOS (black stars), for the pixel labeled in (a) as LCF/25A. The standard deviation value of the differences between the DInSAR and the LOS-projected leveling measurements has been also reported.
retrieved surface deformation field, representing the cumulative displacement in selected time intervals. To better appreciate the dynamics of the detected deformation throughout the observation period, we present in fig. 7g the DInSAR time series relevant to a pixel located in the maximum displacement area. The previous mentioned phases of the deformation process are easily identified: the 1992-2000 subsidence, the 2000-2001 uplift, the 2002-2004 renewed deflation. Moreover, it is worthy to note how the ENVISAT data (red triangles in fig. 7g) significantly extend the ERS (blue triangles in fig. 7g) time series, permitting us to better understand the displacement phenomenon.

Since a large spirit leveling network, periodically surveyed by the INGV-Osservatorio Vesuviano and composed by 322 benchmarks on about 120 linear km, is deployed in the Campi Flegrei area (fig. 7a), we were able to perform a sample comparison between DInSAR and leveling data, thus better clarifying the different characteristics of the two measurement systems.

Apart from the generally good agreement between the two methodologies employed, it is evident from the observation of fig. 7g that the higher number of SAR acquisitions (blue and red triangles) with respect to the leveling data (black asterisks) represents crucial information to be taken into account to better comprehend the deformation dynamics. In order to provide quantitative information as well, we computed the standard deviation ($\sigma$) of the difference between the DInSAR and the LOS-projected leveling time series, the latter interpolated via a linear regression within the interval common to the SAR data. The measured standard deviation value (about 9 mm) is smaller than the corresponding one (10.9 mm) reported in Casu et al. (2006) but we interpreted this difference as due to the use in the present work of a more statistically significant SAR data set, composed of a wider number of acquisitions in time.

4. Discussions and conclusions

In this work we exploited the capability of the SBAS-DInSAR algorithm to retrieve the surface deformation relevant to geological and geophysical phenomena affecting active volcanic areas. More specifically, we concentrated on the SBAS algorithm features to provide accurate spatial and temporal information on the analyzed displacement, via the generation of deformation time series, thus permitting us to detect and investigate geological phenomena at both large and local scale. In particular, we focused on three selected case study areas: the Long Valley caldera (eastern California), Mt. Etna volcano (Italy) and the Campi Flegrei caldera (Italy).

First, we presented the SBAS-DInSAR standard results, consisting in both the mean deformation velocity maps and the corresponding deformation time series in the radar LOS direction, obtained by investigating the Long Valley caldera area. In addition, by exploiting these data, we also considered two properly selected cross sections across the caldera area and performed a joint space-time analysis on the detected LOS deformation.

Subsequently, we exploited the multi-orbit SBAS algorithm capability to discriminate the east-west and the vertical components of the detected displacements at Mt. Etna volcano area: this task was easily accomplished by combining the information achievable from multiple radar LOS observations. The detected deformation patterns exhibited a good fit with respect to the main geological structures of the zone and are in agreement with a symmetrical spreading model of the volcano edifice.

Finally, we addressed the multi-sensor capability of the SBAS algorithm to generate time series and mean deformation velocity maps starting from a set of SAR data acquired by different satellites. In particular, we referred to the Campi Flegrei caldera test site and processed the relevant SAR data set composed of both the ERS and the ENVISAT acquisitions. The application of the extended SBAS-DInSAR approach permitted us to significantly extend the temporal analysis and to better understand the displacement phenomenon.

The presented results show the effectiveness and the capability of the SBAS technique to investigate the deformation field in active vol-
canic areas and the potential of the DInSAR methodologies within routine surveillance scenario. Moreover, the possibility to invert the DInSAR data, in order to model both deep geological structures and magmatic sources, represents one of the main developments in the framework of source modeling applied to active volcanic regions.
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